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Joint Learning Outcomes

• 5.1 Understand fundamentals of both traditional/irregular warfare and great power 
competition in a joint environment.

• 6.1 Understand key elements of the dominant culture(s) in each of the world’s 
regions.  

• 6.2 Understand how international organizations and other non-state actors influence 
the world’s major regions.  

• 6.3 Comprehend the importance of regional and cultural awareness in a JIIM 
environment to include its influence on Joint Operations. 

• 6.4 Comprehend the influence of international organizations and other non-state 
actors on military operations. 

• 6.5 Understand how security cooperation programs and initiatives influence major 
regions and individual countries.
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Overview

• Historical Overview
• Russian National Military Overview

• Russia’s Threat Perception
• External Defense Relations

• Russian Military Capabilities
• Military Districts/OSKs
• Ground Forces
• Navy
• Aerospace Forces
• Anti-Access / Area Denial
• Strategic Forces

• Ukraine Conflict 2022
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Historical Overview
• 1991 Collapse of USSR
• 1994-1995 First Chechen Conflict
• 1999-2004 Second Chechen Conflict
• 2003 Invasion of Iraq
• 2004 Orange Revolution
• 2007 Munich Speech
• 2008 “Five-Day War” in Georgia
• 2008 New Look Program
• 2014 Seizure of Crimea and Donbas
• 2015 Syrian Intervention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of Slide: Background of USSR to Russia transformation.Talking Points:For the newly formed Russian Ministry of Defense, the most immediate challenge was to relocate military equipment and personnel from the newly independent states of the former USSR and countries of the disbanded Warsaw Pact into a new Russian state.The assets of the Soviet Union’s nuclear arsenal were of particular importance.Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, and Kazakhstan, the four states with nuclear weapons in their territory, eventually reached an agreement to dismantle all tactical and strategic nuclear weapons in the non-Russian republics or return them to Russia.The issue of conventional military forces was much more problematic.The Russian Federation emerged from the collapse of the Soviet Union with a much smaller military and an entirely new set of security challenges.Russia’s new military faced dramatic budgetary, readiness, and personnel shortfalls, as well as uncertainty of its role as Moscow struggled to determine its place in the post-Cold War world.Russia cut military spending drastically during the decade of post-Soviet economic turbulence.The huge former Soviet arms industry struggled, focusing on gaining hard currency by selling its most modern weapons to foreign buyers.The readiness of the force was minimal, and the popular image of the Russian military of the 1990s remains ships rusting at pier side, pilots unable to fly, and Russian officers moonlighting with second jobs to make ends meet.Draft evasion became endemic, with many young Russian men using any and all legal or illegal measures to avoid military service.The military’s most painful trial, however, was caused by insurgency within the borders of the Russian Federation.From 1994 to 1995, undermanned and poorly trained Russian forces struggled to take and secure the breakaway Chechen Republic in the North Caucasus.The military’s problems and limitations were widely publicized by the Russian and international press, further undermining its reputation and reinforcing the desire of young Russians to avoid service.Not only did the Russian military suffer from the readiness and manpower shortfalls outlined above, but Moscow’s forces retained their cumbersome Soviet-era organization, designed for the mobilization of massive numbers of reservists to conduct deep mechanized theater operations in the context of a major war.One arguable exception to this series of military reform failures was the effort during the late 1990s to create “permanently ready forces,” a subset of the Russian force structure made up of units with better manning and equipment levels. These units were created and used during the second Chechen conflict (1999–2004) and enabled Moscow to intervene more rapidly and with more capable forces than during the first Chechen War (1994–1995).Despite modest improvements and a measure of success in the second Chechen conflict, the Russian military still entered the first decade of the 21st century with a Soviet-era mobilization force structure almost completely equipped with dated Soviet-era equipment. Shortfalls in modern command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) equipment and capabilities were particularly notable. Russian military limitations were fully on display during the August 2008 “five-day war” with Georgia. Russian forces prevailed and defeated their relatively weak Georgian opponents, but after-action analysis by the Russian military highlighted many failings. Air and artillery strikes missed their targets, an army commander had to resort to a cell phone to contact a higher headquarters, and several aircraft were lost to Georgian air defenses.2008 New Look Program.In early 2014, Russian naval infantry, special forces, and airborne troops rapidly seized control of the Crimean Peninsula.Although their presence was denied by Moscow, Russian special forces and troops operated to mobilize, lead, equip, and support separatist militias in the Donbas region of eastern Ukraine from spring 2014 to the present.Ukrainian forces have stressed the capabilities of the Russian-enabled separatist units, especially with respect to C4ISR, artillery firepower, and air defense.In September 2015, Moscow launched its first expeditionary operation since the Soviet era, deploying fixed-wing and helicopter aviation assets to Syria.Russian action arrested the decline in the Syrian regime’s military position.The Russian military today is on the rise—not as the same Soviet force that faced the West in the Cold War, dependent on large units with heavy equipment, but as a smaller, more mobile, balanced force rapidly becoming capable of conducting the full range of modern warfare. It is a military that can intervene in countries along Russia’s periphery or as far away as the Middle East. The new Russian military is a tool that can be used to underpin Moscow’s stated ambitions of being a leading force in a multipolar world.Transition to the New Look Program. Moscow’s limitations in modernizing its military had led to heavy dependence on its aging nuclear forces to defend the state. But while the presence of a robust nuclear deterrent dissuaded potential aggressors from directly attacking the Russian Federation, it was not flexible enough for Moscow to use in small, local conflicts such as Georgia or as a tool of power projection. The New Look program was a comprehensive and massive effort, aimed to change the Russian military from a Cold War-style mobilization force to a more ready, modern, and professional military able to respond to 21st century conflicts. Partially-manned Soviet-style divisions were reorganized into what were planned to be fully-manned brigades; officer ranks were trimmed from 350,000 billets to initially 150,000, although later the number rose to 220,000; the contract manning effort was reshaped and reinvigorated, with a goal of 425,000 professional enlisted personnel in the force by 2017; the six extant military districts were reshaped initially into four joint strategic commands, which controlled all military assets in their areas in peace and war; and lastly, a massive state armaments program was initiated, allocating 1.1 trillion rubles over 10 years, aiming at fielding a Russian military with 70% new or modernized equipment by 2020.Notes: Source: Russia Military Power Report, Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), 2017
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Russia’s Threat Perception

• United States and NATO partners (principle threat).
• NATO buildup of military capabilities closer to the Russian border.
• U.S. efforts to promote democracy around the world – “Color Revolutions”.
• Some Russians are keenly aware of the growing power disparity between Russia and an 

ascendant China and worry that Moscow is at risk of becoming Beijing’s junior partner. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of Slide: Highlight major Russian threats per their 2015 NSS and recent world events.Talking Points: Since returning to power in 2012, Russian President Putin has sought to reassert Russia as a great power on the global stage and to restructure an international order that the Kremlin believes is tilted too heavily in favor of the United States at Russia’s expense.Moscow seeks to promote a multi-polar world predicated on the principles of respect for state sovereignty and non-interference in other states’ internal affairs, the primacy of the United Nations, and a careful balance of power preventing one state or group of states from dominating the international order.Russia’s assertive promotion of its national interests, punctuated by its military actions in Ukraine and Syria, demonstrates a more confident and somewhat less risk averse Kremlin, but it also has revived international concerns about the re-emergence of a more militaristic Russia.Russian military forces played a key role in the seizure of Crimea and fomenting an artificial separatist revolt in eastern Ukraine, blunting Kyiv’s aspirations to join NATO, at least for the foreseeable future.Russia’s military intervention in Syria has changed the entire dynamic of the conflict, bolstering the Asad regime and ensuring that no resolution to the conflict is possible without Moscow’s agreement.Moscow undoubtedly views the United States and its NATO partners as the principle threat to Russian security, its geo-political ambitions, and most importantly, the Kremlin’s continued hold on power.Russian National Security Strategy published in December 2015. The document identifies the United States and its NATO allies as Russia’s main threat, and accuses the West of pursuing a deliberate policy of containment against Russia to sustain its domination of the post-Cold War international order and deprive Moscow of its rightful place on the world stage.It explicitly states, “the Russian Federation's implementation of an independent foreign and domestic policy is giving rise to opposition from the United States and its allies, who are seeking to retain their dominance in world affairs.”The security strategy also cites the buildup of NATO military capabilities closer to the Russian border, the deployment of U.S. missile defense capabilities in Europe, and the ongoing U.S. pursuit of strategic non-nuclear precision weapon systems as a serious threat to Russian security.Russia also has a deep and abiding distrust of U.S. efforts to promote democracy around the world and what it perceives as a U.S. campaign to impose a single set of global values.Moscow worries that U.S. attempts to dictate a set of acceptable international norms threatens the foundations of Kremlin power by giving license for foreign meddling in Russia’s internal affairs.The December 2015 National Security Strategy warns of the importance of preserving traditional Russian spiritual and cultural values against foreign Western ideas and influences aimed at undermining Russia from within.The Kremlin is convinced the United States is laying the groundwork for regime change in Russia, a conviction further reinforced by the events in Ukraine.Moscow views the United States as the critical driver behind the crisis in Ukraine and the Arab Spring and believes that the overthrow of former Ukrainian President Yanukovych is the latest move in a long-established pattern of U.S.-orchestrated regime change efforts, including the Kosovo campaign, Iraq, Libya, and the 2003–05 “color revolutions” in Georgia, Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan.Moscow views the danger posed by Islamic militants and terrorists with grave concern.The Kremlin is particularly sensitive to the growth and spread of these ideologies and their potential to further radicalize Russian Muslims in the turbulent North Caucasus and other Muslim areas of central Russia.Russian military operations in Syria are also intended to eliminate jihadist elements operating there that originated in the territory of the former Soviet Union, to prevent them from returning home and posing a threat to Russia.At the same time, Moscow remains anxious about the deteriorating situation in Afghanistan and the potential for Afghan-based Islamic extremists to spill over into the Central Asian states of the former Soviet Union and ultimately into Russia.Russian threat perceptions with regard to China are more divided and nuanced. Russian officials regularly praise the cooperative nature of the bilateral relationship, and Putin himself has declared that the current Russian-Chinese relationship is the best it has been in decades.Russian National Security Strategy lists developing a strategic partnership with China as one of Russia’s most important goals.Military cooperation between the two countries is slowly expanding, as are economic ties. Nevertheless, some Russians are keenly aware of the growing power disparity between Russia and an ascendant China and worry that Moscow is at risk of becoming Beijing’s junior partner. Others continue to harbor suspicions that China over the longer term will once again become a military threat to Russia.Notes: Source: Russia Military Power Report, Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), 2017Source: Russia National Security Strategy 2015 and 2021
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External Defense Relations

• Commonwealth of Independent 
States (CIS)/  2002 Collective 
Security Treaty Organization 
(CSTO).

• CSTO has a bureaucratic staff and 
rapid reaction force for security of 
the member states.

• CSTO conducts yearly joint military 
exercises

• CSTO suffers from differing threat 
perceptions, funding, distrust among 
members.

• Russia builds cooperative defense 
relationships throughout the Middle 
East, Latin America, Africa, and 
Asia, but far less than the Soviet 
Union.

• Russian policy is largely 
transactional, expanding arms sales 
and Russian economic interests.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of Slide: Discuss relationships with bordering countries as well as abroad.Talking Points:The Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) was a regional coordination body created among a number of the former Soviet states in the wake of the dissolution of the former Soviet Union. Nine states remain members, with Ukraine and Turkmenistan retaining associate member status.Russia’s most important defense and security relationships are with its allies in the CIS Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO)— Belarus, Armenia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan.Based on the 1992 Tashkent Collective Security Agreement, the CSTO was established in 2002 as part of a larger Russian effort in the post-Soviet environment to create a more structured military organization capable of implementing the security guarantees stipulated in the agreementCSTO has developed a bureaucratic staff under the organization’s secretary general and a rapid reaction force to respond to various contingencies that might impact the security of the member statesCSTO conducts yearly joint military exercises addressing various scenarios such as peacekeeping or counterterrorism operations. Russia also maintains an airbase at Kant, Kyrgyzstan, under the auspices of the CSTO.Differing threat perceptions, an absence of trust amongst the members, and funding shortfalls have further plagued the organization.Russia also is building cooperative defense relationships with other various countries throughout the Middle East, Latin America, Africa, and Asia, but its engagement is far less robust than in the former Soviet Union.Moscow appears to no longer be interested in funding Soviet-style patronage relationships, and Russian policy remains largely transactional aimed at expanding arms sales and other Russian economic interests, which has contributed to the limited nature of these ties.Notes: Source: Russia Military Power Report, Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), 2017
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Russian Military Capability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Discuss Russia's current capabilities.Talking Points: Since 2008, Russia has sought to modernize its military and engaged in several armed interventions outside its borders. The 2018 U.S. National Defense Strategy prioritizes “long-term strategic competition” with Russia (and China). To help guide policymaking in response to challenges posed by Russia, Members of Congress may have an interest in assessing the capabilities of the Russian Armed Forces. This section briefly describes Russia’s current military capabilities, including strengths and weaknesses. Force Deployment. This graphic came from a RAND study on the ability of Russia to deploy its forces. One of the authors was a former DIA Russia military forces senior analyst. Russia does not deploy very far or well outside its borders, but Syria is giving it new experience. One thing inhibiting Russia moving farther into Europe is the change in rail gauges. Russia did a huge logistical lift to get into Syria, as it commissioned civilian ships for military purposes to get there. The main point here is that while Russia has significant combat projection capability near its borders, it struggles to project large ground forces further afield. Russia has demonstrated the ability to deploy some forces to Syria, Libya, and even Venezuela, suggesting an increased ability to leverage air- and sealift capabilities. However, those forces tend to be smaller, mostly made up of private military companies (such as in Libya), or mostly Special Forces and Air Forces as is the case in Syria (Congressional Research Service, June 30, 2020).Command and Control. Russian military reforms have emphasized the streamlining of command and control structures. Russian forces are organized into five military districts (MDs) and operational/joint strategic commands (OSK; see Figure 1). Russia also has created a Moscow-based central command center, the National Defense Management Center.Ground Forces. Over the last decade, Russia has significantly changed its ground forces. Recruiting professional soldiers has increased, along with upgrading heavy artillery, missile artillery, and electronic warfare units. Additional priorities have included reconnaissance, communication, and the creation of permanently ready units at full staffing levels. Ground forces emphasize mobility and are increasingly capable of conducting short but complex, high-tempo operations. At the same time, Russian ground forces continue to rely on conscription, multiple types of similar equipment, and relatively limited personnel and units to guard Russia’s expansive borders. Russian ground forces are organized into 11 combined arms armies, one tank army, and four army corps. Russia’s most advanced capabilities are in the Western Military District, and the Southern Military District appears to have the most competent units. Russian units exhibit a mixture of division and brigade structures; brigades are utilized primarily in regions or areas where full divisions would be unwieldy. Both generate ad hoc, task-specific Battalion Tactical Groups, which have artillery and air defense units attached and can be combined with other units as needed. Even with a focus on permanent readiness, however, only a few subunits can be considered deployable. Recruiting professional soldiers has been a priority. Conscription is unpopular and, at 12 months, considered too short by the Russian military to effectively train new conscripts. Most conscripts occupy secondary support roles, although in most maneuver units conscripts comprise up to one-third of personnel. The Russian military’s experiences in Ukraine and Syria have reaffirmed for it the importance of massed artillery, rocket fire, and armored forces. However, ground forces have been a relatively low funding priority in Russia’s modernization; most of these efforts went into upgrading existing platforms, which decreased standardization across units and increased maintenance costs. Aerospace Forces. The Aerospace Forces (VKS) combine Air Force, Air Defense, Space Forces, and Army Aviation. Alongside the Navy, Aerospace Forces received top priority during GPV 2020, allowing for the introduction of new and upgraded legacy systems, including substantially improved missiles and precision-guided munitions. Additionally, effort has gone into expanding training and flight times for pilots and air crews. Russia’s air forces feature numerous types of capable fighters, fighter interceptors, and tactical bombers. Russia’s intervention in Syria has given the Aerospace Forces significant operational experience and has been used as a testing ground for new capabilities, including precision strike and air-launched cruise missiles by both tactical and long-range assets. The development of fifth-generation fighters has run into considerable production and design challenges, and Russia lags significantly behind the U.S. in precision strike/bomb capabilities. Russia’s strategic bomber force (Long Range Aviation) has continued to operate with heavily modernized Soviet-era bombers. Additionally, Russia’s long-range transport capabilities remain limited, restricting the rapid movement of ground or airborne forces. Strategic air defenses are controlled by the Aerospace Forces. VKS systems are responsible for defending critical infrastructure and strategic targets. They are separate from Ground Forces air defense units (PVO),which provide air defense to maneuver units. Combined, these systems form what many analysts consider to be a formidable integrated air defense system, although some contend that its purported capabilities are inflated.Navy. The Russian Navy benefited from relatively high funding levels during GPV 2020, allowing it to introduce new ships, submarines, and precision-strike capabilities after years of limited funding. Shipbuilding has prioritized smaller warships with high levels of firepower, often with modular or multipurpose designs, allowing for flexibility. In particular, the Russian Navy has focused on developing long-range and precision-strike capabilities. Most of Russia’s larger surface ships are over 30 years old and undergoing various retrofits to extend their service life as Russia’s shipbuilding industry struggles to produce ships over 7,000 tons. As a result, Russia increasingly relies on heavily armed frigates as its primary surface combatants. These ships are equipped with Vertical Launch Systems to house an array of cruise missiles, anti-submarine missiles, and hypersonic anti-ship missiles. However, this is not without complications, as Russia has struggled to produce engines since its relationship with Ukrainian producers was severed in 2014. Even with high levels of funding, Russia’s production of new surface ships has fallen far short of initial plans. Russia’s submarine forces continue to make advances in both manufacturing and capabilities, deploying new nuclear-powered ballistic submarines, nuclear-powered cruise missile submarines, and diesel-electric attack submarines. Organized into four fleets (Northern, Pacific, Black Sea, and Baltic) and one flotilla (Caspian), the Russian Navy’s primary objectives are sea denial and protecting Russia’s submarine-based nuclear deterrent. Recognizing resource and shipbuilding constraints, Russia’s Navy focuses on littoral defense, with limited expeditionary capabilities. The Northern and Pacific fleets are home to Russia’s nuclear submarine force. The Northern Fleet is the most advanced, with responsibility for the Arctic and the Northern MD/OSK. Additionally, since Russia’s occupation of Ukraine’s Crimea region, the Black Sea Fleet has grown in size and capabilities and has contributed most of the ships to the Navy’s Mediterranean task force.Coastal Defense Troops. The Navy is responsible for Coastal Defense Artillery units and Marine Infantry. Coastal Defense Artillery units are designed and equipped to protect Russia’s ports and coastlines. They are equipped with a variety of mobile and stationary artillery, as well as advanced anti-ship missiles. Each fleet commands at least one brigade of Naval Infantry (around 10,000-12,500 troops total). These brigades are almost completely professionally manned, are considered an elite force, and form part of Russia’s rapid reaction and intervention forces. Naval Infantry forces are similarly equipped to and structured like other Russian ground force units, with reintroduced tank battalions, but few landing ships mean they have a limited amphibious capability. Spetsnaz and Special Operations Command. Spetsnaz are Russia’s elite light infantry force, responsible for long-range battlefield reconnaissance and sabotage, as well as overseeing local allied units in eastern Ukraine and Syria. They are considered a strategic-level asset under the Main Directorate of the General Staff, although they are deployed under the command of local military districts. Totaling around 17,000 troops, they are organized into seven regular Independent Special Designation Brigades. Despite efforts to fully professionalize, Spetsnaz units are still composed of some conscripts, although they, along with the Airborne and Air Assault Troops (VDV), have their first pick of conscripts. The Russian military’s tier-one Special Forces unit is the Special Operations Forces Command, built around the 346th Independent Spetsnaz Brigade. This unit was modeled on Western Special Forces and represents Russia’s most capable intervention force. Airborne and Air Assault Troops. Russia’s airborne and air assault troops represent some of Russia’s most capable units. Considered a strategic asset under the command of the General Staff, they are well equipped, have the highest state of readiness, and, like Spetsnaz, receive priority for professionalization and the first pick of conscripts (the VDV is about 30% conscript based). Consisting of around 45,000 troops, Russia’s airborne divisions are organized into two airborne divisions, two air assault divisions, four independent air assault brigades, and an elite Spetsnaz reconnaissance regiment. However, Russia’s limited air transport capabilities mean most units focus on air assault, with armored vehicles and reintroduced tank battalions. Two divisions focus on strategic-level parachute operations. Notes:Source: Russian Armed Forces: Capabilities (Congressional Research Service, June 30, 2020)Source: Russian Ministry of Defense. 
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Russian Military Capability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Discuss Russia's current capabilities.Talking Points: OSKs. Where the US has European Command, Central Command, and other geographic commands Russia has these military districts also called OSKs which is the Russian acronym for military districts. Each OSK has a joint commander who oversees all operations in his span of control. In EUCOM we care the most about the Western OSK (in Red on the map) and the Southern OSK (in Brown). These are not only the ones that boarder NATO, but also where Russia keeps the majority of its forces, including its most modern and high readiness forces. Completing the map, the Central OSK is in green and the Eastern OSK in Yellow. The Blue area is relatively new, and that is the Northern OSK which is mostly a Naval command focused on controlling the Arctic. There may be some overlap between the Red and the Blue depending on specific unit and mission. (EUCOM Provided, 2022)Russian Federation. Russia’s nuclear arsenal and strike capability remains an enduring, existential threat tothe United States, democracy, and our peaceful Allies and Partners. A central concern is Russia’s non-strategic nuclear weapons stockpile and the Kremlin’s potential to use these weapons in crisis or conflict.Russia pursues malign activities, including military aggression, aimed at undermining democracy, the rules-based international order, and has a willingness to use force to achieve its aims. Russia pursues these activities despite widespread international condemnation and economic sanctions. President Putin leverages coercive and aggressive policies to counter Western influence and threaten peace and stability in Europe.Russia employs grey area activities to maintain its purported sphere of influence, and attempts to coerce neighboring sovereign nations and form fractures between Allies at NATO. Russia meddles in European politics, abrogates its responsibilities under the Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe, engaged in an unprovoked and unjustified armed attack against Ukraine, and retains a military presence on sovereign soil in Moldova and Georgia against the will of those nations. Russia maintains a large conventional force presence along NATO’s borders and conducts snap exercises to increase instability. Black Sea Region. Russia continues to exert malign influence and demonstrate its willingness to use overt force in the Black Sea region to include use of its Black Sea fleet to attack Ukraine. The war in Ukraine, instigated solely by Russia, continues to destabilize Ukrainian security and the entire region. In addition to armed attack against Ukraine, Russia continues to subvert the Ukrainian government through malicious cyber activities and information operations, illegally recognizing Ukraine’s eastern areas of Donetsk and Luhansk as sovereign states, and continuing to illegally occupy Crimea. Contrary to Russia’s intent, these coercive actions reinforce Ukraine’s aspirations of membership in Euro-Atlantic institutions. Russia’s aggression also led to a deployment of U.S. forces in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, and Hungary. The Russian government exerts influence over South Caucasus countries by exploiting regional tensions and unresolved military conflicts, and employing economic levers and provocative information activities. Russia maintains leverage over Georgia by occupying the Georgian regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, blocking free movement of people and goods within Georgia’s territory, detaining and harassing civilians living in and near occupied areas, and undermining the NATO membership aspirations of Georgia and other partner nations. After brokering a ceasefire arrangement between Armenia and Azerbaijan in November 2020, Russia increased its military presence in the region by deploying 2,000 troops to Nagorno-Karabakh as “peacekeepers.” Since the early 1990s, Russia has continued to occupy the Transnistria region of Moldova with 1,500 “peacekeepers” without host nation consent. Moldovan President Sandu has called for the withdrawal of Russian troops and we continue to support a peaceful resolution to the Transnistrian conflict and full reintegration of Transnistria with Moldova.Atlantic and the Arctic Region. As part of the global ocean, the Atlantic and Arctic Oceans must remain open and free to facilitate commerce between Europe, North America, and other international markets. We ensure these vital sea lines of communication remain open by securing the Greenland, Iceland, United Kingdom gap, enabling access between the Atlantic and Arctic. USEUCOM coordinates with U. S. Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) in these regions ensuring a comprehensive approach between Euro-Atlantic and homeland security. Collaborating with our European defense counterparts, we work to enhance interoperability and proficiency, while demonstrating collective resolve to counter malign behavior. In the Arctic, Russia continues to develop its Northern Sea Route and the PRC seeks increased access to expand its Polar Silk Road initiative. The Chinese government continues to invest in Russian energy and seeks economic footholds among Arctic nations to gain influence over regional governance. To ensure openness, USEUCOM joint forces maintain near persistent North Atlantic and Arctic presence while strengthening all-domain relationships with Allies and Partners. Alongside our UK, French, Norwegian, and Canadian counterparts, U.S. maritime forces continue to demonstrate maritime capability and credibility presence in the region. The existing rules-based international order benefits all Arctic nations by facilitating sustainable economic development, fostering cooperation, and promoting a stable, conflict-free region. As a strategic corridor, a more open and active Arctic region will increasingly connect the U.S. Homeland, Europe, and the Indo-Pacific. In concert with other Arctic advocates, via a whole-of-government approach, USEUCOM must continue to maintain a credible Arctic deterrence to ensure that growing competition in this dynamic region does not lead to conflict.Notes:Source: (UNITED STATES SENATE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE STATEMENT OF GENERAL TOD D. WOLTERS, UNITED STATES AIR FORCE COMMANDER UNITED STATES EUROPEAN COMMAND 29 March, 2022) 
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Russian Ground Forces

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Provide an overview of the structure and composition of Russian ground forces
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Russian Fleets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Discuss Russian Navy Organization
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Russian Surface Fleet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Discuss Russian Navy breakdown by district and latest submarine technology.
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Russian Submarines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Discuss Russian Navy breakdown by district and latest submarine technology.Talking Points: Russia’s navy is organized to support all the military OSKs except for the Central OSK. Russia’s premier fleet is the Northern Fleet, which has the greatest number and the most capable ships. The second priority is the Baltic fleet, followed by the Black Sea fleet. The Pacific fleet and Caspian flotilla are the lowest priorities.Unlike the US navy which is responsible for projecting power globally, Russia’s Navy is primarily charged with protecting the naval approaches to Russia and only secondarily to project force across the oceans. Russia’s SSBN fleet has the mission of providing a survivable nuclear deterrent.Accordingly, Russia doesn’t have many aircraft carries. In fact, it only has one, the Kusnetzov, which is old and being refurbished in a shipyard for the last several years. It has a diesel engine and when it deployed a few years ago, the plume of smoke from its stacks was visible for miles. During its last operation, it caught fire and lost a few aircraft off its side when it listed…that vessel may never sail again. What Russia excels at is submarines, including the Severodvinsk class pictured above. Nearly all Russian surface vessels and submarines can be equipped with the Kaliber family of cruise missile – which is similar to the Tomahawk missile. This gives them a precision strike stand off weapon for land and sea targets and is a threat to our carrier groups or even American coastal cities.Not to neglect the surface fleet, they are equipping their frigates with the Caliber precision strike missiles and hypersonic missiles. In July 2020, the new Zircon hypersonic cruise missile was launched by the frigate Admiral Gorshkov by the Russian navy from the White Sea. According to Russian MOD, the missile successfully hit a target more than 217 miles away on the coast of the Barents Sea flying at Mach 7.Notes: Source: Russia Military Power Report, Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), 2017
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Russian Aerospace Forces

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Discuss Russian Air ForceTalking Points:Map. Note the map on the right. This is the area of concern for Russia. There is not a lot going on in the East and Siberia. Russia feels its most likely vector of attack will be from the West, history has proven this.Russia has a large and diverse Air Force with strategic bombers, fighters, and airlift platforms. Bombers are capable of employing nuclear or conventional weapons and make up a part of the Kremlin’s nuclear triad. Russia lacks many airbases outside of Russia, with Syria being a notable exception. The map on the right came from DIA’s unclassified report on Russian military power and shows that the majority of air bases are in the Western and Southern military districts. This reflects Moscow’s belief that its greatest threat today is from NATO.  Order of Battle. The order of battle table on the left shows manned aircraft, the next slide will look into Russia’s developing drone fleet.The An-124 Condor is the largest heavy-lift aircraft in the world. They have enough lift to get their airborne forces into theater when needed. They have several new manned fighter jets, the SU 35- 4th Gen multi role fighter using 5Gen technology and the Su-57E,  that integrates a new set of avionics, including high-level automated control features and intelligent crew support. This not only eases the pilots’ workload, but it gives the advantage of real-time communication and data exchange with a ground-based control systemNotes: Source: Russia Military Power Report, Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), 2017
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Russian Anti-Access / Area Denial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Discuss Russian Anti-Access/Area DenialTalking Points: Looking beyond the individual services to the joint threat that Russia presents, it is important to be aware of the anti-access/ area denial (A2AD) capability. These are combinations of surface to air, surface to surface, and coastal defense cruise missile batteries. The combination of these systems are designed to keep US/NATO forces away from key areas such as Kaliningrad and Crimea. When combined with Russia’s ground and air forces, the Russia military is very formidable in Europe.Note the range ring that actually reaches the JAC. Baltic Nations have long been within striking distance, but now Russia can hold most of Europe at risk.When the US went to war in Iraq in 1991 and 2003, we were able to build our forces and initiate hostilities at a time of our choosing. Russia will use its long range strike capabilities to disrupt our force generation. US forces in theater will be targeted in garrison and at the air and seaports they are to which they are arriving prior to field deployments.Notes: Source: Russia Military Power Report, Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), 2017
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Discuss Russian Strategic ForcesTalking Points: The previous slides mentioned Russia’s nuclear submarine and bomber force. These ICBM systems represent the final element of Russia’s nuclear triad. Some of these systems are fixed silo-based and some are road mobile. Silo based-missiles are vulnerable to US strikes, so the Russian military supplements with road mobile missiles. Not included here is the SS-28 Sarmat. These forces are managed by the MOD’s strategic rocket forces and have been a key part of nuclear arms control treaties like the NewSTART treaty. Nuclear Deterrence PolicyRussia emphasizes that its nuclear arsenal is defensive by nature.Conditions specifying the possible use of nuclear weapons:1. Evidence of ballistic missile launch against the territory of Russia or an ally2. Use of nuclear or other WMD weapon by an adversary against Russia3. Attack which would undermine nuclear forces response actions (C4I)4. Aggression with conventional weapons when the existence of the state is in jeopardyNotes: Source: Russia Military Power Report, Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), 2017
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Russian Invasion of Ukraine 

• Timeline
• 1991: Ukraine declares independence from 

Moscow.
• 2004: Viktor Yanukovich is declared 

president but allegations of vote-rigging 
trigger protests, forcing a re-run of the vote. 
Pro-Western former prime minister, Viktor 
Yushchenko, is elected president.

• 2005: Yushchenko takes power with promises 
to lead Ukraine towards NATO and the EU.

• 2008: NATO promises Ukraine it will one 
day join the alliance.

• 2010: Yanukovich wins a presidential 
election.

• 2013: Yanukovich's government suspends 
trade and association talks with the EU.

• February 2014: Parliament votes to remove 
Yanukovich. Moscow later annexes Crimea.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of Slide: Discuss the timeline of the Ukraine invasion.Talking Points:1991: Ukraine declares independence from Moscow.2004: Pro-Russian candidate Viktor Yanukovich is declared president but allegations of vote-rigging trigger protests, known as the Orange Revolution, forcing a re-run of the vote. Pro-Western former prime minister, Viktor Yushchenko, is elected president.2005: Yushchenko takes power with promises to lead Ukraine towards NATO and the EU.2008: NATO promises Ukraine it will one day join the alliance.2010: Yanukovich wins a presidential election.2013: Yanukovich's government suspends trade and association talks with the EU and opts to revive economic ties with Moscow, triggering months of mass rallies in Kyiv.February 2014: Parliament votes to remove Yanukovich after bloodshed in the protests. Within days, armed men seize parliament in the Ukrainian region of Crimea and raise the Russian flag. Moscow later annexes the territory.Notes: Source: Russia Military Power Report, Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), 2017
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Russian Invasion of Ukraine 

• April 2014: Pro-Russian 
separatists in the eastern region of 
Donbass declare independence.

• 2017: Agreement between 
Ukraine and the EU opens 
markets for free trade.

• 2019: Volodymyr Zelenskiy is 
elected president.

• Jan. 2021: Zelenskiy cracks down 
on Russian propaganda outlets, 
openly appeals to join NATO

• Spring 2021: Russia begins 
massing troops near Ukraine's 
borders.

• Nov. 2021: Russian forces near 
Ukraine with estimates soon 
surpassing 100,000 troops 
deployed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of Slide: Discuss the timeline of the Ukraine invasion.Talking Points:April 2014: Pro-Russian separatists in the eastern region of Donbass declare independence. Some 15,000 people have been killed since 2014 in fighting between the separatists and the Ukrainian army, according to the Kyiv government.2017: An association agreement between Ukraine and the EU opens markets for free trade of goods and services, and visa-free travel to the EU for Ukrainians.2019: Volodymyr Zelenskiy is elected president.Jan. 2021: Zelenskiy appeals to U.S. president Joe Biden to let Ukraine join NATO. In February, his government freezes the assets of opposition leader Viktor Medvedchuk, the Kremlin's most prominent ally in Ukraine.Spring 2021: Russia begins massing troops near Ukraine's borders in what it says are training exercises.Nov. 2021: Satellite images taken by Maxar Technologies show ongoing buildup of Russian forces near Ukraine with estimates soon surpassing 100,000 troops deployed.Notes: N/A
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